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So for AOT2 and 6, and for slow AOT1s we have an RSRF
where the fringes are not sharp enough and for fast AOT1s
the RSRF is not smooth enough. In the pipeline pro essing we try to remedy this by smoothing or peaking up the
RSRF a ording to the speed of the observation. The three
reasons mentioned above (lo ation, speed and extent) an
ause a residual fringe pattern in some AOT-bands of up
to 10%.
2. Modeling
One of the rst eorts to model the fringes was to apply
1. Introdu tion
rigorous
opti al theory (Haser, 1996). For a simple etalon
All SWS bands show to some extent fringes. Fringes origi- we an write
the intensity I as
nate on parallel plane surfa es in the light path whi h a t
R
T
as Fabry-Pérot etalons. Plane parallel surfa es at a dis- I
DK '
(1)
R
R
tan e of a few mm up to a few m are perfe t to ause FP Here T is the transmission
etalon surfa es, R is the
ee ts in the infra red wavelength range. It is not surpris- ree tivity of the surfa es, ofD the
is
the
kness of
ing that they o ur in the SWS spe trometer at almost all the etalon, K is the wavenumber andee' istivethethiphase
wavelengths. It is assumed that etalons are formed inside at ree tion. This setup ould laim some su essesshift
for
lters, on plane mirrors and, most onspi uously in band simple fringe patterns in the un alibrated data, not yet
3, in the BIBIB dete tors themselves. And of ourse in ` orre ted' by division of the RSRF. But the full blown
ombinations of all of them, resulting in a sometimes wild SWS fringe patterns with dozens of omponents whi h
fringe pattern. Every ree ting surfa e whi h is added to moreover
partly orre ted by the RSRF, turned out
the light path an add N-1 extra fringe omponents disre- to be mu were
h
too
ompli ated.
garding all the overtone options.
After
division
the RSRF we an assume that the
Most of the observed fringe pattern disappears in the residual fringes arebysmall
With this assumpalibration pro ess where the observation is divided by a tion and after subtra tioninofamplitude.
a
smoothed
kground insimilarly fringed relative spe tral response fun tion (RSRF). tensity, we an approximate equation 1 andbaobtain
a mu h
Still some residual fringing remains in the alibrated spe - simpler one.
trum. Its exa t pattern is presumably determined by the I
DK '
(2)
exa t lo ation of the sour e in the slit. When shifting from
The
onstant
is
a
rather
omplex
ombination
of
T
and
one spot (well) within the slit to another, it is observed
that the fringe pattern does not shift as a whole, but dif- R. In a fringe pattern all the omponents are a ting indeferent omponents of the fringe pattern shift by dier- pendently so we an simply add a number of these fringes
ent amounts. The result is a ompletely hanged fringe together.
N
pattern whi h annot be mat hed by one single RSRF. I X
(3)
Another ause of extra fringing is found in the ombina- n n DnK 'n
tion of the size of the observed obje t and the speed at Ea h fringe omponent is hara terized by 3 parameters:
whi h its spe trum is s anned. This ombination deter- ee tive distan e D, the amplitude and the phase
mines the smoothing in the spe trum. Ideally the RSRF the
. Equivalently we an rewrite this in a omputationally
should mat h exa tly the smoothness of the observation. 'more
handy form.
Whi h is almost never the ase. The RSRF was observed
N
X
at full spe tral resolution during ground tests using a bla k
An
Dn K Bn
Dn K
(4)
body temperature sour e whi h lled the slit ompletely. I
ABSTRACT
Fringes are present in all grating bands of the SWS instrument. Here we des ribe how they o ur and what an be
done about them. Some tentative on lusions are drawn
for future missions.
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where A and B are onstants. The ee tive distan e D is
also referred to as the ` y le' of the fringe.
3. Removal
Fringes are removed by rst modeling them and then dividing out the model fringe pattern. The modeling is done
per AOT band, dened by aperture, order and dete tor
band as ea h AOT band follows a dierent light path
through the instrument. The fringes are modeled on data
where the smooth ba kground has been removed. Determining the smooth ba kground is somewhat of an art; it
is one of the reasons that fringe removal annot be done
in a ompletely automated fashion within the pipeline.
Due to their linear appearan e in expression 4, the
onstants A and B an be al ulated quite easily, provided
that D is known. So the problem is down to nding D and
nding out how many fringe omponents, N , there are.
When N omponents have been found, nding a possible next omponent Dn entails a linear sear h for the
minimum in
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where yk is the fringed data with their smooth ba kground
subtra ted. We al ulate  for all values of D within the
range where the fringe y les are known to o ur, see se tion 4. At the minimum i.e. for the best hoi e of Dn
we want to determine whether this newly found fringe
omponent is a valid one. We al ulate the eviden e for
this model in luding the new omponent. The eviden e
measures the odds between two models by ombining the
likelihood, i.e. the goodness of the t, with the so- alled
O am fa tor. This O am fa tor penalizes overly omplex but well tting models. For details see eg. (Ma Kay,
1992) or (Sivia, 1996). If the eviden e for this model is
larger than for the previous one, without the omponent,
then we keep the omponent and start sear hing for another one. When the eviden e is less for this model than
for the previous one, we reje t the omponent and stop the
pro edure. The same pro edure an be used to on lude
that there are no fringes at all in some bands.
Within SIA and OSIA the ideas expounded here are
implemented in the program
. It an handle both
SPDs and AARs a tually it will do RSRFs too and it
will remove (residual) fringes in a ompletely automated
way. Within ISAP these ideas are partially implemented
in the program
2
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The Observers SWS Intera tive Analysis (OSIA) pa kage

an be downloaded from http://sws.ster.kuleuven.a .be. It is
a pa kage for SWS (post-AAR) pro essing using IDL v5.3.

2

The ISO Spe tral Analysis Pa kage (ISAP)

an be down-

loaded from http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ISO/isosd .html.

band

D

range of

D

RSRF

Residual

AOT

mm

mm

%

%

NR

1A

4.20

4.1-4.3

-

8

6,2

1B

4.30

4.2-4.4

-

3

6,2

1D

4.45

4.3-4.5

2

5

6,2

1E

4.58

4.4-4.6

-

1

6,2

2A

4.43

4.4-4.6

1

2

6,2

0.89

0.8-0.9

0.5

-

2.39

2.3-2.4

0.3

-

4.50

4.4-4.7

2

1

0.89

0.8-0.9

0.6

-

2B
2C
3A

5.86

5.6-6.1

4

4

0.89

0.8-0.9

2

-

3.37+3.25

3.2-3.4

25

5

5.26+5.72

5.0-6.0

10

5

6,2
all
all

3C

3.25+3.38

3.2-3.4

17

4

3D

3.25

3.2-3.4

17

2

all
all

3E

3.28

3.2-3.4

19

2

all

4

13.25

13.2-13.3

0.2

-

-

4A

5.27+5.73

5.0-6.0

10

3

all

4C

6.67

6.5-6.8

1

-

all

4D

-

-

-

-

-

Table 1. Main fringe

omponents per AOT band. The se ond

olumn gives the ee tive thi kness for the main
Sometimes there is more than one
separately when the
and 5 list the

omponents.

omponent. These are listed

omponents are quite distin t. Column 4

ompound amplitude in per ent, of the fringe

omponents in resp. the RSRF and of the residual fringes in
some observations on point sour es. The last

olumn list the

AOT numbers where these residual fringes might be found.

4. RSRF
As the residual fringes in a spe trum are aused by various kinds of mismat hes of the RSRF, the y les of the
fringe omponents an only be the ones whi h are already
in the RSRF, or rather whi h should have been in the
RSRF. Parti ularly in band 1 we observe in AOT6s i.e in
full resolution mode, on some point sour es high frequen y
fringes that are not seen in the RSRF. These fringes have
only 4 s anner steps on one omplete y le. The full illumination of the slit while measuring the RSRF in the
laboratory washed out all this fringing.
So with some pre aution we an use the RSRF to nd
whi h y les are present in the dierent AOTbands. In table 1 we list per AOT band where the main fringe omponents are and what their ompound amplitude is in perent. In some bands there are hardly any fringes in the
RSRF to be found. To he k whether there are no fringes
at all, we also looked at AOT6 or AOT1 speed 4 observations of point sour es to nd the residual fringes in there.
Comparing the amplitude of the fringes in the RSRF
with residual amplitudes in AOT 6 observations(on Lyr)
we see that in band 1 there are learly fringes la king in
the RSRF. All fringes in band 1 are very narrow. They an
only be seen in point sour es at the full resolution. In band

3
2 we see dierent sets of fringes, from very low frequen y
(ee tive thi kness of 0.9) to rather high frequen y. The
low frequen y stu has ompletely disappeared after division by the RSRF. So we do not see it in the AOT 6. The
high frequen y stu is still present in the residuals with
the same amplitude as it had in the RSRF. Obviously, division by the RSRF has improved the situation, but it has
not eliminated all.
For band 3 and 4 we ompare the RSRF fringes with
the residuals in an AOT 1 speed 4 observation (of K3-50).
In band 3 division by the RSRF redu es the amount of
fringing from some 20 % to a few pre ent. It is present
in all AOTs. For that reason fringes were for a long time
regarded mainly as a problem in band 3. One set of fringes
with a thi kness of about 3.3 mm is present in all AOTbands related to the Si:As dete tors. This set is deemed
to be aused by the BIBIB dete tors themselves. Another
set at 5.26 mm present in band 3A is also seen in the
`o-band' 4A. It may be ause by a resonan e in the Reststrahlen lter in aperture 1. All in all the fringe system in
AOT band 3A is by far the most ompli ated one. Even
when looking at residual fringes we an easily dete t more
than a dozen.
In the o ial band 4 we an dete t in the RSRF some
high frequen y fringes at a very small amplitude. As far
as we know they have never been reported in real observations. High noise in the observations probably masks these
fringes.
5. Examples
In this se tion we give 3 examples of defringing, one on
an RSRF, one on an AAR, and one on an SPD; ea h
in a dierent AOT band. In all ases we used the OSIA
program
in its automati mode to defringe.
As a rst example we present the fringes in the RSRF
of band 2A, for one dete tor only in gure 1. The fringes
are small in amplitude and 3 distin t sets of fringes are
found (see also gure 2 and table 1). Most of the `noise' in
the RSRF an a tually be modeled as fringes. We ould
determine 22 omponents, ranging from an amplitude of
0.7 % down to less than 0.1 %.
We present another view on the same data set, the
RSRF of band 2A, in gure 2. Here the various fringe
omponents are displayed and also the amount of noise
redu tion their removal might impose.
The se ond example is an AOT6 observation of Lyr
presented in gure 3. Here we used an (unrebinned) AAR.
In band 1A we nd 12 fringe omponents whi h are not
present in the RSRF. Nonetheless they are undeniably
present. In amplitude they range from 3 % down to 0.1 %.
We ombined all dete tor data in band 1A. These fringes
are so narrow that they an only be found at full resolution in good quality data. Note that the green, defringed

Figure 1. In the upper panel we see the original RSRF in bla k
and the smooth ba kground in red. The dieren e between these
two is plotted in the lower panel in bla k. To this data the fringe
omponents are tted; 22

omponents were found. This fringe

pattern is plotted in blue. In the upper panel again in green
and shifted somewhat for

larity, is the RSRF with the fringe

pattern subtra ted.

fringes

Figure 2. The amplitude of fringe

omponents in the RSRF of

band 2A plotted against ee tive thi kness. In the lower panel
the amplitude of the 22 fringe

omponents is displayed as a

fun tion of separation between the ree ting surfa es. In the
upper panel is the situation before any fringe removal. Bla k
and blue display the amplitudes of the

osines and sines as

they are found for the various values of the thi kness. In red is
the value of

2 .

4

Figure 3. This gure is similar in layout to gure 1. The only
extra feature is the (s aled) RSRF in blue-green. It is displayed
for omparison. A tually none of the fringes present in the observation

an be found in the RSRF.

in gure 4 band 3A fringes, the most omplex fringe pattern present in SWS data. As in gure 3 we took all dete tors together to improve the fringe signal for dete tion.
It turns out that the residual fringes of all dete tors show
mostly the same behaviour. 19 Fringe omponents ould
be dete ted in this parti ular sour e, ranging in amplitude
from 4.1 % down to 0.3 %. Not only do all dete tors show
the same residual fringe behaviour, also the detailed orresponden e between the RSRF and the residual fringe
pattern is very onspi uous, and reassuring. It in reases
the onden e that the defringing removed RSRF fringes
only and that it is not eating into true observed ux. The
same last remark as in the Lyr ase, holds here too. The
green defringed spe trum seems noisier in gure 4 than it
really is due to the la k of atelding.
6. Con lusions.
The on lusions are given here in the form of `lessons
learned'.
 Fringes are everywhere. SWS-like instruments for dete tion of infrared or submm spe tra are of just the
right size to make them ee tive fringe dete tors. Every two plane parallel surfa es a few mm apart give
rise to a ni e set of fringes. During the design spe ial
attention should be given to a tively preventing fringes
e.g. by using wedged lters.
 The RSRF should be measured in the laboratory using
a point sour e simulator.
 Fringes an be dete ted automati ally down to 0.1 %
of the amplitude in good quality data.
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spe trum in gure 3 seems noisier than it a tually is beause we did not do any atelding; all dete tors are still
at a slightly dierent level as an also be gleaned from the
smoothed ba kgrounds, displayed in red.
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remaining fringes, parti ularly in band 3. Here we present
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